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Technical data sheet

PUR12 Frame

Harmoniously clear shapes and valuable materials touch the senses and move the thoughts. Whether covered 
with fabric or with digital printing, the wall absorbers with an elegant frame are highly sound absorbing and 
achieve very good results in the frequency range of human speech. The high-quality processed absorbers 
are available in five frame versions - painted in the colours anthracite, silver and white as well as with a solid 
oak and walnut frame. In combination with 12 fabric collections PUR12 Frame becomes a harmonious design 
element for creating expressive rooms with personality and character.

PUR12 Frame is available in 5 different formats. As a square with the external dimensions 746 x 746 mm. As 
a standing rectangle with a height of 746 mm and a width of 386 mm as well with a height of 1132 mm and a 
width of 746 mm. As a lying rectangle with a height of 386 mm and a width of 746 mm as well with a height of 
746 mm and a width of 1132 mm.   

Data PUR12 Frame

Absorber core in wall thickness 40 mm with  
high-quality wooden frame

Highly sound absorbing according to   
DIN EN ISO 354

Absorber B1 flame retardant according to  
DIN 4102-1

Absorber Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®

Fabric-covered surface

Wooden frame, 40 mm depth natural or lacquered 

Optional with UV offset printing (4 fabric collections)

Incl. height adjustment fastening set
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Frame design 

PUR12 Frame 
Sound absorption coefficient    
ap per DIN EN ISO 354

125    Hz  ap 0,19
250    Hz  ap 0,63 
500    Hz  ap 0,99
1000  Hz  ap 1,10
2000  Hz  ap 1,11
4000  Hz  ap 1,02
Rated sound absorption coefficient   
aw 0,90 (H). DIN EN ISO 354 test certificate

Special brass painted frame Silver frameAnthracite frame

Standard sizes and weights in kg for 
40 mm wall construction Formate und Größen PUR12 Frame NATUR
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Breite 386 746 1132

Höhe

386 - 2,5 -

746 2,5 4,3 8

1132 - 8 -
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